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Purpose: Respiration-induced intrafraction target motion is a concern in liver cancer radiotherapy,
especially in stereotactic body radiotherapy 共SBRT兲, and therefore, verification of its motion is
necessary. An effective means to localize the liver cancer is to insert metal fiducial markers to or
near the tumor with simultaneous imaging using cone-beam computed tomography 共CBCT兲. Utilizing the fiducial markers, the authors have demonstrated a method to generate breath-induced
motion signal of liver for reconstructing 4D digital tomosynthesis 共4DDTS兲 and 4DCBCT images
based on phasewise and/or amplitudewise sorting of projection data.
Methods: The marker extraction algorithm is based on template matching of a prior known marker
image and has been coded to optimally extract marker positions in CBCT projections from the
On-Board Imager 共Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA兲. To validate the algorithm, multiple
projection images of moving thorax phantom and five patient cases were examined. Upon extraction of the motion signals from the markers, 4D image sorting and image reconstructions were
subsequently performed. In the case of incomplete signals due to projections with missing markers,
the authors have implemented signal profiling to replace the missing portion.
Results: The proposed marker extraction algorithm was shown to be very robust and accurate in the
phantom and patient cases examined. The maximum discrepancy of the algorithm predicted marker
location versus operator selected location was ⬍1.2 mm, with the overall average of
0.51⫾ 0.15 mm, for 500 projections. The resulting 4DDTS and 4DCBCT images showed clear
reduction in motion-induced blur of the markers and the anatomy for an effective image guidance.
The signal profiling method was useful in replacing missing signals.
Conclusions: The authors have successfully demonstrated that motion tracking of fiducial markers
and the subsequent 4D reconstruction of CBCT and DTS are possible. Due to the significant
reduction in motion-induced image blur, it is anticipated that such technology will be useful in
image-guided liver SBRT treatments. © 2011 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
关DOI: 10.1118/1.3544369兴
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I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of cone-beam computed tomography
共CBCT兲 system in treatment settings has allowed implementation of various image guidance techniques for precise target localization.1–5 In particular, the utilization of respiratory
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correlated four dimensional imaging schemes, such as
4DCBCT6–11 and 4D digital tomosynthesis 共4DDTS兲,12,13 for
image guidance has been proposed, allowing verification of
internal target motion and volume immediately prior to treatment.
Besides the thoracic cancers,10,11 respiration-induced in-
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FIG. 1. General workflow of the fiducial marker extraction algorithm.

trafraction tumor motion is also of particular concern in the
abdomen such as liver cancer14,15 necessitating verification
prior to treatment. However, unlike lung tumors, the anatomic features of the liver are generally difficult to visualize
in CBCT due to the lack of soft tissue contrast,16 making
tumor motion verification challenging. Motivated by this
fact, some investigators have inserted metal fiducial markers
to or near the tumor to improve image registration
accuracy.17,18 This approach is quite advantageous in that not
only the markers can be used for initial image registration
but also real-time tumor tracking for treatment is possible.17
At present, at least three different approaches have been
proposed in acquiring patient breathing signals for 4DCBCT
reconstruction; that is, using external sensory systems such
as 共1兲 thoracic belt containing a pressure sensor,19 共2兲 infrared reflector/marker and/or camera system,20,21 and using direct approach of 共3兲 detecting anatomical surrogates on the
projection data.6 Methods using external sensory systems can
be problematic since it could increase the complexity during
patient setup and possible occurrence of correlation-shift between signal and target motion.22,23 Methods that detect anatomical surrogates such as diaphragms are simple to implement clinically but some can only be used with phasewise
sorting.6
In this work, we will demonstrate the use of fiducial
markers imaged with CBCT projections to generate breathinduced motion signals of liver for 4D image guidance applications. This method is advantageous to the aforementioned techniques since the motion signals are extracted
directly from the markers located at or near the tumor, thus
giving the most accurate representation of the motion states.
In addition, since the marker-derived respiratory signal is
used for sorting, 4DCBCT will contain clear marker shapes
and locations for guiding accurate image registration for
image-guided radiation therapy 共IGRT兲.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II.A. Data acquisition

The projection data were acquired using On-Board Imager 共OBI兲 共Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA兲 system,
which consists of a-Si flat panel detector and kV x-ray
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011

source mounted on Varian Trilogy linear accelerator. The flat
panel detector consists of 1024⫻ 768 pixels with a pixel size
of 0.388⫻ 0.388 mm. The measured source to imager distance was approximately 150 cm with gantry rotation speed
of 6 deg/s 共i.e., ⬃1 min gantry rotation period兲. Images were
acquired using the standard full-fan and half-fan modes with
aluminum full- and half-bow-tie filter, where 360 and 670
2D cone-beam projection data were obtained over 200° and
360° using 100 and 125 kVp, 80 mA, and 25 ms/frame setting, respectively.

II.B. Extraction of fiducial marker positions from
cone-beam projection data

For fiducial marker position extraction, we have implemented a novel and fully automated algorithm using a priori
known marker shape and size, similar to other template
matching techniques.20,24–27 The algorithm consists of five
distinct stages, as illustrated in Fig. 1: 共1兲 Subsample a region of interest 共ROI兲 where fiducial markers are contained
in the projection image; 共2兲 apply edge enhancement filter
共Canny edge operator28兲 to highlight the features of the
markers; 共3兲 calculate fast Fourier transform 共FFT兲 of the
image, multiply with the corresponding FFT signal of a priori obtained fiducial marker image, then perform inverse
FFT; 共4兲 apply universal pixel threshold to extract the shape
of the markers; and finally 共5兲 calculate the center-of-mass of
each fiducial markers.
In the first step, the reason for subsampling ROI for each
projection is to maximize calculation efficiency. This ROI
size and location can be conveniently determined before the
CBCT scan using digitally reconstructed radiograph of the
planning CT data. In the second step, the edge enhancement
filter is applied to visualize and enhance the features of the
markers. This operation uses a filter based on the first derivative of a Gaussian filter kernel to reduce the image noise,
followed by calculating the intensity gradient of the image,
thereby enhancing marker features without increasing the
noise component. In the third step, the convolution of the
processed image with an ideal marker image is carried out to
further enhance the marker signal in the image. In the fourth
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FIG. 2. Signal profiling workflow to estimate motion signals in the missing margin.

and fifth steps, a universal pixel threshold is applied to isolate the markers and to determine their corresponding positions. The algorithm was implemented on MATLAB 共The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA兲 programming environment.
The threshold was set as 80%-value to the maximum pixel
value of the processing image.
II.C. Generation of breath-induced marker motion
signal

The breath-induced marker motion signal can be generated by compiling the extracted positions of fiducial markers
at each cone-beam projection. However, for half-fan scanning geometry, there occasionally exist certain scan angles
where fiducial markers are outside of the limited field-ofview 共FOV兲, requiring signal replacement using other references and estimations, the options of which include diaphragm tracking,6 RPM,13 and surface markers.20 Of course,
though, it would be ideal to scan in full-fan geometry with
markers at or near the center of the projections such that no
missing projections would occur.
In this study, we have taken the approach to estimate the
marker motion signal in the missing angles through signal
profiling29 using the combination of diaphragm motion and
prior marker signals. Recently, Ruan et al.29 introduced a
real-time approach to systematically estimate baseline, frequency variation, and fundamental pattern change of respiratory signal and subsequently predict the future motion signal
based on these prior observations. We have taken a similar
approach of motion estimation and this consists of the following three steps as illustrated in Fig. 2: 共1兲 Estimate the
phase information through ellipse-fitting in augmented state

FIG. 3. An anthropomorphic thorax phantom on a programmable motion
platform.
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011

space and applying Poincaré sectioning principle29 to the diaphragm signals6 in the missing angle projections, 共2兲 estimate the most probable amplitude information 共i.e., fundamental pattern兲 through unwarping the prior marker motion
signals at each state of phase,29 and 共3兲 assemble the reconstructed signal estimates.
Note that the purpose of reconstructing signals in the
missing projections is to attain complete picture of the
breath-induced signal during a patient scan, thereby preserving the overall quality of the 4D reconstructed images. In
addition, it is important to recognize that the projections with
missing markers will NEVER affect the image quality/
integrity of the markers themselves in the reconstructed images since, by definition, these projections do not contain
marker information. Therefore, image registration to the
markers for patient setup will not be affected negatively in
any way.
II.D. Validation of the marker extraction algorithm

For the validation of our proposed marker extraction algorithm 共Sec. II B兲, the following tests were carried out.
First, an anthropomorphic thorax phantom with three metal
markers embedded was scanned on a programmable motion
platform 共Fig. 3兲, with two known input signals: 共1兲 A sine
wave with 1.5 cm amplitude and 4 s period and 共2兲 a heavily
irregular patient breathing pattern recorded using Respiratory
Position Management 共RPM兲 共Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, CA兲 system. The resulting wave forms obtained
through the algorithm were compared to the input signals per
phase and amplitude. Second, five liver stereotactic body radiotherapy 共SBRT兲 patient cases 共with regular and irregular
breathing patterns兲 were used. The reference marker positions were determined manually by an experienced operator
checking-off the markers from each projection image on a

FIG. 4. A typical projection image with marker localization using 共a兲 the
marker extraction algorithm and 共b兲 manual check-off.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of input signal versus extracted signal for 共a兲 a sine wave with 1.5 cm amplitude and 4 s period and 共b兲 an irregular patient breathing
pattern.

FIG. 6. Overlay of signals extracted using the marker extraction algorithm and the manual check-off for four patient cases.
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011
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FIG. 8. A typical signal pattern obtained by internal marker tracking and
external marker tracking.

FIG. 7. A typical signal pattern obtained by diaphragm tracking and marker
tracking.

plitude, midlow amplitude, midhigh amplitude, and high amplitude. The reason for choosing four phases/amplitudes was
to balance the image quality with accurate motion representation in the 4D images.
In this study, 87.5%–12.5% phases were assigned as peakexhale, 12.5%–37.5% phases as midinhale, 37.5%–62.5%
phases as peak-inhale, and 62.5%–87.5% phases as midexhale phase for phasewise sorting. Similarly, 87.5%–12.5% of
signal heights were assigned as low amplitude, 12.5%–
37.5% as midlow amplitude, 37.5%–62.5% as midhigh amplitude, and 62.5%–87.5% were assigned as high amplitudes
for amplitudewise sorting.
II.F. CBCT and DTS reconstructions

computer screen 共Fig. 4兲. This was then compared to the
positions determined by the extraction algorithm, for 100
randomly selected projections from each patient, with a total
of 500 projections analyzed. Third, for a single patient case,
a reference breathing signal was extracted from tracking diaphragm positions in each projection, similar to Sonke et al.,6
and was compared to the signal obtained through the marker
tracking algorithm. Finally, metal markers were placed simultaneously on the thorax phantom surface 共similar to Li et
al.20兲 and internally 共our work兲, and both signals were generated using our algorithm to illustrate the differences in the
information obtained from placing the markers externally
and internally.
II.E. Amplitudewise and phasewise sorting

To illustrate the usefulness of the breathing signals obtained through marker extractions, using the reconstructed
motion signals, we have phase- and amplitude-sorted the
projections for 4DDTS and 4DCBCT reconstructions. For
phase sorting, the projections were divided into four phases;
namely, peak-exhale phase, midinhale phase, peak-inhale
phase, and midexhale phase. For amplitude sorting, the projections were divided into four amplitudes; namely, low amMedical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011

For CBCT reconstruction, the well-known Feldkamp,
Davis, and Kress 共FDK兲 algorithm30 was used. The FDK
algorithm was modified to accommodate the half-fan acquisition geometry.31 The reconstructed volume was set to 512
⫻ 512⫻ 64 resolution with 1.0⫻ 1.0⫻ 2.5 mm pixel dimension in the left-right 共LR兲, anterior-posterior 共AP兲, and
superior-inferior 共SI兲 directions, respectively.
For DTS reconstruction, the process is similar to CBCT
except that limited angle projections are used.32,33 Since the
current OBI system does not support DTS scan mode, a subset of projections was used for reconstruction, that is, projections from angles +90° ⫾ 22.5° and −90° ⫾ 22.5°. The reconstructed volume was set to the same resolution as in the
CBCT. Both CBCT and DTS reconstruction algorithms were
implemented in the C language.
III. RESULTS
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the input signals
used to drive the motion platform and the extracted signals
obtained from the thorax phantom projections. As can be
seen, whether it is regular or irregular patterns, the marker
extraction algorithm is robust in reconstructing the true motion signals.
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FIG. 9. Marker signal and its corresponding phase/amplitude estimates through signal profiling 共a兲 prior to and 共b兲 after the implementation.

FIG. 10. Marker signals reconstructed for four patient cases.
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011
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FIG. 11. Phase- and amplitude-sorted 共a兲 4DCBCT and
共b兲 4DDTS images with the reference 3D image at the
left.

Figure 6 shows the agreement between the operator extracted marker positions and the automated algorithm for
four of the five patient cases analyzed. It is to be noted that
the spatial resolution of a unit on the Y axis is 0.388 mm.
Since no disagreement of more than 3 pixels was observed,
the discrepancy between the two methods is ⬍1.2 mm. The
overall absolute average discrepancy was 0.51⫾ 0.15 mm,
however, for the 500 projections analyzed.
Figure 7 illustrates the typical signal patterns that are obtained by diaphragm tracking and internal marker tracking
for a sample liver patient. The phases are perfectly synchronized, and hence, both signals are useful. However, as is
obvious in the figure, the diaphragm signals can only be used
in phase sorting,6 whereas the marker signals can be used for
both phase and amplitude sorting. For marker signals,
though, there are missing signal gap 共99th–234th projections兲 due to the half-fan scanning geometry, in this case.
Figure 8 shows the typical signal patterns that are obtained by surface markers and internal markers on the moving thorax phantom. Due to the marker-to-imager magnification effects, the baseline of the surface marker signal drifts
sinusoidally, whereas no such effect is observed for the internal marker signal. This suggests that just as diaphragm
signals, and unless corrected, surface marker signals can only
be used in phase sorting. In addition, for internal markers,
the reconstructed images of the markers themselves can be
used in image registration for setup guidance, thus, whenever
possible, it is more advantageous to place markers near the
target volume.
Figure 9 shows the marker motion signal and its corresponding phase and amplitude estimates calculated through
signal profiling29 for the patient in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the
replaced signal in the missing region is smooth and without
major discontinuities. Remember, though, that if phase sorting is to be performed subsequently with the signals, then the
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011

missing signals can be replaced not only through signal profiling but also other methods such as diaphragm tracking,
RPM, and surface markers. However, the best approach is to
avoid the missing signals altogether by performing full-fan
scanning with markers near the center such that the markers
are visible in all projections.
Figure 10 shows the marker signals reconstructed for the
other four patient cases. As can be seen, the algorithm reliably captures both regular and irregular breathers effectively.
For one patient 共bottom left兲, no missing gap occurred as all
projections contained the markers.
Figure 11 shows the corresponding phase- and amplitudesorted reconstruction images of 4DCBCT and 4DDTS using
the signal shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, visually appreciable reduction in motion artifacts 共i.e., blurring of markers兲
are seen in both the phase- and the amplitude-sorted images,
in CBCT and DTS. It is anticipated that such marker images

FIG. 12. Magnified view of the midinhale and midlow images in Fig. 11.
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would increase the image registration accuracy for liver
SBRT setup, the comprehensive evaluation of which is our
next work.
To appreciate the fine difference between the phase- and
amplitude-sorted images, Fig. 12 shows the magnified view
of the midinhale 共phase-sorted兲 and midlow 共amplitudesorted兲 images containing the markers. As can be seen, the
amplitude-sorted midlow images capture the shape of the
marker more clearly with less blur. As to how this difference
would translate in treatment efficacy is of a future study,
however.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we have demonstrated the use of fiducial
markers to acquire breath-induced motion signal of liver to
generate 4DCBCT and 4DDTS images. To the best of our
knowledge, the use of transcutaneously inserted metal markers for 4D image sorting applications in radiation therapy has
never been attempted. The proposed method is advantageous
in that 共1兲 it does not require external gating system and 共2兲
amplitude- as well as phase sorting is possible, selectively.
However, it should be acknowledged that the use of external
surrogate-type signals for 4D image sorting applications9,16,20
is easy and efficient to implement, does not require markers,
may be able to do amplitude and phase sorting 共e.g., RPM兲,
and should be considered where appropriate along with our
proposed approach.
With half-fan geometry, problem arises when fiducial
markers are not visualized in the projections due to the limited FOV coverage. However, we have shown that this missing margin can be best replaced/estimated through signal
profiling with the diaphragm and prior marker motion signals
as the inputs. If in the case the diaphragm is also not visible,
then the prior marker motion signal itself can be used so as
to predict the approximate phases 共e.g., using adaptive learning techniques29兲, as is done with the amplitudes. These predictions may have high uncertainty 共e.g., with highly irregular breathing pattern兲; however, as explained in Sec. II C,
such replacement will not be problematic for image guidance
applications if only the markers are strictly used for image
registration since the fiducial markers are not affected in the
reconstructed images. In addition, this problem of missing
markers can be completely avoided by using the full-fan
scanning geometry, albeit with smaller field of view. However, since only the liver and its immediate surrounding volume really need to be visualized anyway, the full-fan scan
usage should be encouraged and recommended. For adaptive
replanning and other adaptive radiotherapy applications,3,10
however, full-fan usage is discouraged, and other approaches
should be adapted.9,16,20
The results in Fig. 10 have shown that three markers in
each patient are generally in high agreement in terms of
phase and amplitude. Therefore, using just one of the signals
with the most information to reconstruct the images is adequate 共which has been done in Fig. 11兲. However, in the
case of marker drift or large organ deformations, causing
nonagreement between signals, the best approach may be to
Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 2, February 2011
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average the signals in combination with phase sorting since
the phase information will still likely be preserved. Further
research, however, is needed to characterize this effect.
Using the homemade software, the marker extraction
takes ⬃0.8 s / projection, subsequent sorting of the images
takes ⬃30 s, and the image reconstruction for a 3DCBCT
volume takes ⬃75 s. This was achieved using a standard PC
with Intel® Core2 Quad CPU at 2.66 GHz/processor, 8.0 GB
RAM, on a 64-bit operating system. In a busy clinic, these
processing times need to be significantly improved to be useful. With the recent interest in graphical processing units
共GPU兲 to accelerate computation times,33–35 we anticipate
that this problem would be easily resolved and is our current
work-in-progress.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of tumor motion tracking as well as reconstruction of
4DCBCT and 4DDTS images of liver through signal extraction from transcutaneously inserted fiducial markers. It is
anticipated that such technology will be useful in imageguided liver SBRT treatments.
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